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THE HARE
CRAFT SHEET

Thanks for joining us for THE HARE IN THE MOON!
We hope you enjoyed our show. Much of what you saw was crafted
by hand - we love crafting (and we're sure you do too!)
We’ve created this tutorial on how to make a Hare Puppet
yourself - so you can keep the fun going at home. We’ve tried to
make the activity use only items you might find at home - but
remember, you can always improvise - there’s no right or wrong
way.
You can find more craft fun on our blog www.hoglets.org.uk
So what are you waiting for - get going!

www.hoglets.org.uk

PET
MAKE A HARE PUP

You will need:
> 2 Pieces of A4 card or
similarly sized scraps of
cardboard or thick (paper will
work but the puppet won't be
as durable)
> Some felt-tip pens
> A pair of scissors
> A glue stick
> Sellotape

How to make it:
1.Take one of your pieces of card and fold it over
horizontally into a third, then glue it in place and
leave it to dry.

2. Once it’s dried and stuck securely, colour in the folded
strip on one side. Then fold the strip in half making sure that
the coloured side is on the inside.
3. Decide what colour Hare you would like, then take your
coloured pens and colour in your puppet. I have used
4 different shades of brown to create a textured fur
look. Don't forget to draw in and colour a mouth in the
middle of your puppet.
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4. Then taking your second piece
of card cut a strip no wider than
your Hare Puppet. On this strip
draw two long ears attached to
a large rectangular flap. Colour
in the ears and the flap, then
fold the ears inwards and fold
the rectangular strip into a
triangle . Glue the bottom
of the triangle and the fold
between the triangle and
the ears to the top of your
puppet.

5. The raised triangle forms the
rabbits brow, this is where you
stick on your googly eyes. Now you
have your very own Kindly Hare
puppet to retell the story of The
Hare in the Moon.
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Introducing Hoglets Theatre
Hoglets Theatre writes, produces and tours intimate, energetic and
accessible theatre designed specifically for early-years and primary
aged children.
We also run engaging, exciting and imagination-bursting drama
workshops.
More recently we have been running online classes and experiences.
With puppetry, live music and original songs, physical theatre, audience
interaction, a make-it-at-home do-it-at-home aesthetic and an infectious energy
and creativity, we take little folks (and their big folks and teachers) on raucous
adventures, underpinned with important themes of imagination and growing,
friendship and fear, loneliness and love.
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Hoglets was founded in 2013 by Gemma Sharp – an actress with over 15
years of experience working in theatre, film and television.
Since then she has run hundreds of workshops
and performances in schools, libraries,
festivals, theatres, children’s centres, tents,
lounges, cafes and forests across the country.
And now - online too!
Hoglets Theatre - www.hoglets org.uk
Email gemma@hoglets.org.uk for information
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